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Back in 2004, a hip-hop rap mc by the name of Corey Drumz aka rap artist CeStyle, was on the
tongues of most hip-hop heads that kept their ear to the ground. Going from prospective
Aftermath affiliate to indi label owner, he's come back with a twist. I recently spoke with Drumz
and he tells us that though he has been absent of late to the public eye, he has indeed been
busy establishing his company, Iron Kladd Entertainment Inc., as a major force for pure east
coast hip-hop that will be accepted in all national and global regions as FIRE. 

  

The Indi Hip-Hop Report is happy to announce that the man who was referred to as hip hops
"best kept secret" has returned and he's not alone.

  

Iron Kladd Entertainment Inc. returns with a whole new agenda. Corey Drumz aka CeStyle, Ceo
of Iron Kladd Entertainment or I.K.E. and Lee Boogz aka Arthur Tillery the Young Exec, are
getting set to release their new mix LP, " The Chronicals of I.K.E Turner", featuring
I.K.E.Sclusive new joints from Drumz and Boogz and hosted by I.K.E.'s ultimate hypeman, Silky
Hoffa the #1 Draft Pick. Used as a showcase for Lee Boogz, this cd combines the experience of
Corey Drumz and the pure lyrical talents of Lee Boogz. 

  

Distributed by I.K.E. Distro (independent retail distribution), this cd will be available in mom and
pop mix shops across the country as well as on the internet. With 25+ tracks, "The Chronicals of
I.K.E. Turner" mix LP is guaranteed to feed your hip-hop appetite leaving you completely
satisfied and wanting seconds. Known for creating "rewind classics", the I.K.E. team has utilized
both industry instrumentals as well as original production by producers like K. Nack, Corey
Drumz, 1.5, and others.

  

The release is set for the end of November 2005 but may be pushed back to December. www.
Scrubradio.com
will be debuting the entire CD a few days before the release from Iron Kladd Entertainment Inc. 

  

Listen to an I.K.E.Sclusive joint from the upcoming CD from Iron Kladd Entertainment Inc. at ht
tp://scrubrecords.com/artists/1808/music.php
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